
This invention would solve 4 problems that exist on most moveable archery sights today. 

1. Archery sight scales are hard to read because of their size. Archers have to use Magnifiers, 
Reading Glasses and other devices to see and properly set their sight. Many times archers will 
inadvertently set their sight to a number like 44 when they were really trying to set it to 34. This 
happens quite frequently when under pressure at large national competitions.  

2. Archery sights are difficult to set accurately to the 1/10th of a unit of measure (yard or meter). 
The indicator can sometimes be the width of .5 yards of movement. This .5 yard error can be the 
difference in placing 1st and 10th which can mean a $30,000 difference in prize money.  

3. Archers have been covering their sight tapes for years and some unmarked distance 
competitions now have rules now state your sight scale needs to be covered while shooting so 
competitors cannot see them. Archers will put things like Velcro and other materials over their 
sight tape and move it to the side to make adjustments then cover the tape again when 
shooting. This keeps competitors who are standing off to the side waiting their turn from being 
able to see their sight setting and gaining a competitive advantage. 

4. Archers are always making equipment changes like lighter or heaver arrows, increase or 
decrease the draw weight, lighter points or heavier points, different knocks and fletching’s and 
many other adjustments.  Their arrow changes speed and the sight tape needs to be re-
calibrated each time this happens. This causes them to have to re-sight in their marks and print 
a new sight tape to affix to their sight. This takes time and assumes you have sight tape software 
and a printer that can print on sticky labels. Alternatively, you can purchase packages of sight 
tapes made for all common speeds and chose the one that matches your sight marks, essentially 
throwing away ¾’s of the tapes you purchased because they do not apply to your setup. 

Advantages of a Digital Sight Tape 
• No need for a Magnifier on the sight, reading glasses, flip down visor magnifier, etc. 
• LCD Digital Readout to the tenth for Yards or Meters (43.7 Yd, 50.3 Meters) – If your range 

finder can measure to the tenth shouldn’t you be able to set your sight to the tenth? 
• Remotely mounted LCD screen for privacy – Can be mounted on the back of your riser facing 

you when shooting or anywhere on the bow or within range of Bluetooth LE 
• Easily calibrated by shooting a 20 or 30 yd. zero point and pressing a start calibration button and 

then shooting a 50 or 60 yd. point and pressing the end calibration button and all marks are 
calibrated from 1 to 120 

• Screen blacks out after pre-programmed number of seconds – no need to cover your sight tape 
anymore 

• Could possibly Bluetooth LE to an app on your cell phone or smart device (watch) 
• Mounts on any manufacturers slide type sight 
• Rechargeable via Mini USB Cell Phone charger 
• Mini USB connection for software updates if necessary or to download back to a computer app 

that will let you see and print your sight tape 
• Needs to be shock resistant and waterproof 
• Should range from $249 to $349 retail 

Ideas for a Name: AccuTape, DigiTape, ArchVue, VisionTape, MagnaTape, MagnaVue,  

  



Hello, 

I am trying to put together a prototype for an Idea I have. I am in the very early stages and learning a lot. 

I have a device that could be up to 6 inches long which has a stationary part and a moveable part. I want 
to be able to place a sensor on the stationary part and another sensor on the moveable part and be able 
to measure their distance apart as they are moved closer or further away from each other.  

I want to use some sort of microcontroller that can be programmed to convert this measurement into 
Yards or Meters using an algorithm that already exists and then display it on a small LCD screen.  
Ultimately I would like to do this with the LCD screen being up to 5 feet away from the sensors and 
transmit the measurement wirelessly (Bluetooth LE or some other wireless technology) from the sensors 
to the LCD but it can be hard wired as well. I would also like to have the Sensors, LCD Screen and 
Microcontroller powered by a small mini USB rechargeable battery or batteries. 

The moving part has an aiming device on it and the idea is to shoot a projectile (Arrow, Paintball, 
anything that is traveling at 250-500 fps or less) at a short known distance and move the aiming device 
up or down until it is "sighted in" at this short distance. A button would then be pushed to input this 1st 
position into the microcontroller algorithm. Then physically move to a longer known distance and repeat 
the process of "sighting in" by moving the aiming device, then press a button to set this 2nd position. 
This data would be used by the algorithm to figure out each aiming point from 1 to 120 yds. 
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A calibratable measuring device which attaches to any archery sight and transmits sight movement to its 
LCD screen via a wire or Bluetooth LE and displays as Yards or Meters to the tenth. Two sight points are 
set and all yards or meters to the tenth are automatically calibrated from 1 to 120 yds. 

Problems: 

(1) Archery sight scales are hard to read because of their size. Archers have to use Magnifiers, Reading 
Glasses and other devices to see and properly set their sight. (2) Archery sights are difficult to set 
accurately to the 1/10th of a unit of measure (Yard or Meter).  (3) Some competition rules state that 
your sight scale needs to be covered so competitors cannot see them. (4) When equipment changes are 
made that cause your arrow to change speed, your sight tape needs to be re-calibrated causing you to 
re-sight in your marks and print of a new sight tape to affix to your sight. 

How this invention solves those problems: 

This battery powered invention, attached to a moveable archery slide sight can be zeroed at a beginning 
distance (20 yds) and then calibrated at an ending distance (60 yds) and using built-in software can 
calibrate itself instantly. This calibration data can be transmitted to a remotely mounted LCD screen via 
a wire or Bluetooth LE and displayed as Yards or Meters to the tenth (43.7). This solves 4 problems. (1) 
The LCD display is much easier to read so magnifiers of any type would not be necessary. (2) The digital 
readout would be easily set to the 1/10th of a unit of measure to match your rangefinder. (3) The LCD 
screen can go blank after a predetermined time so you have time to set your sight but competitors 
cannot see your settings. (4) When your bow changes speed you can easily re-calibrate by shooting 2 
distances and pressing a couple buttons, not having to go through the tedious process of printing and 
applying a new tape to your sight. 

Problems with other devices: 

(1) Other devices are hard to read. (2) They are difficult to set precisely. (3) They have to be uncovered 
to set and recovered so competitors do not see. (4) Re-calibrating is tedious and time-consuming.  

Why these other devices don’t work well: 

(1) Because they are hard to read due to the small size, archers have to use magnifiers, reading glasses 
and other devices to see their settings. (2) Because there are no 1/10th marks between every yard mark 
it is impossible to set to the 1/10th of a yard accurately and consistently which is what the rangefinders 
measure to. (3) It is a distraction to have to uncover the sight tape, set your sight and recover the sight 
tape so your competition does not see your settings. (4) When your bow changes speed and you have to 
re-calibrate, you have to remove the old sight tape, re-sight in your marks, reprinted and re-attach a 
new sight tape.  

Components: 

1. LCD Screen 
2. One sight mounted measuring device with transmitter that is affixed to the stationary portion of 

a moveable sight which includes a small watch or hearing aid type battery 
3. One sight mounted measuring device that is affixed to the moving portion of a moveable sight 

which may need a small watch or hearing aid type battery 



4. Wire connecting Sight mounted transmitter to LCD screen – could negate the need for a battery 
in the transmitter 

5. Rechargeable battery in LCD screen box 
6. Microchip with calibration software in LCD screen box 
7. USB charging port in LCD screen box 
8. Calibration buttons on Sight mounted transmitter 
9. Calibration buttons on LCD screen box 

 

Relationship of Components: 

The LCD screen (1) is in a box which houses the following components: 

5. Rechargeable Battery 
6. Microchip with calibration software 
7. USB charging port 
9. Calibration buttons 
 
The Sight mounted transmitter and measuring device with a small battery (2) is attached to a stationary 
portion of the sight slide. The sight mounted transmitter may have calibration buttons (8). The 2nd Sight 
mounted measuring device (3) is attached to the moving portion of the sight slide. There may be a small 
wire (4) connecting the Sight mounted transmitter (2) with the LCD screen (1) or it may be connected via 
Bluetooth LE. 

Describe the logic: 

A zero or stop position will be set by sliding the sight to its first calibration position and pressing a start 
calibration button. The software will record the relationship between the two sight mounted measuring 
devices. The sight will then be moved to its second calibration position and an end calibration button 
will be pressed. This will trigger an algorithm to calibrate each 1/10th of a yard measurement between 
position one and position two. 

How do the components of the device work together? 

The two sight mounted measuring devices are affixed to the sight bar in the appropriate locations so 
when the sight is moved in elevation the measuring devices are moved accordingly and can measure 
distance relative to each other. The LCD screen box is attached to the sight or somewhere on the bow 
within Bluetooth LE range. An optional wire can be connected between the Sight mounted transmitter 
and the LCD screen box if Bluetooth LE is not wanted or coverage is unacceptable. When the archer 
causes the sight to move in elevation, using any method the sight manufacturer has provided, this will 
cause the LCD screen to "wake up" and display a digital number to the 1/10th of a unit of measure (YDS, 
Meters) if already calibrated (42.7 YDS, 50.0 Meters). If the unit has not been calibrated the LCD screen 
will display something indicating calibration can be started (CAL) and the archer will begin the 
calibration process. The calibration process will consist of shooting arrows at a known distance (20 or 30 
YDS) and zeroing the sight elevation at this distance, this is Distance 1. The archer will then press a 
Calibrate button on the Transmitter or LCD box and the LCD display will indicate a success and display 
something indicating the archer can move to a second distance (50 or 60 YDS) to continue the 



calibration process. The archer will now move to this second known distance and shoot arrows, zeroing 
the sight elevation for this new distance, this is distance 2. When complete the archer will press the 
calibrate button again, causing the algorithm on the microchip to calculate the numbers to 1/10th 
between Distance 1 and 2 and the LCD will display the distance of the 2nd position calibrated. If the 
archer now changes the elevation of the sight in any way the LCD screen will display the correct distance 
to 1/10th of a Yard or Meter depending on the mode. The display will remain on for a pre-defined length 
of time determined by the archer when setting up the unit. To re-calibrate the archer will press the 
calibrate button and hold it for 10 seconds (TBD) starting the calibration process. If the Archer presses 
and holds the calibrate button for 20 (TBD) seconds they will be taken to a menu of setup choices like 
Unit of Measure (YDS, Meters), LCD Color, Backlight, Timeout, Distances for calibration, etc. 

How would a person make the invention? 

The components that make up this invention would need to be manufactured or obtained and 
assembled to produce the final product. The software algorithm would need to be created and loaded 
onto a microchip. 

Which elements are necessary? Which are optional? What elements could be added to make your 
invention work better? 

All elements of the product are necessary to achieve the desired results. There are no optional 
elements. Elements could be added to adjust windage in addition to elevation. A cell phone app could 
be created to sync the sight to a cell phone and allow more advanced settings. The transmitter battery 
technology could be refined to be smaller and longer lasting or even rechargeable. The method of 
affixing the measuring devices to the sights could be refined. 

How can components or elements be shuffled, interchanged or reconfigured to cause the invention to 
perform an identical or similar function? 

The Transmitter and LCD Screen box could be combined into one box and the wire and Bluetooth LE 
connection eliminated. 

The transmitter could be synched up with a Smart Phone or Watch or any Smart device and any of those 
devices with an App could be used as the LCD screen eliminating the need for an LCD screen, 
Rechargeable battery, Microchip and USB port. The software and algorithms could be reproduced in the 
Smart Device App. 

A sight manufacturer could incorporate this technology into the mechanical slide mechanism of their 
product in some way. The sensors could be incorporated into the dial / knob that you turn to move the 
sight in elevation up and down. 

How would a person use the invention to solve the problem that your invention solves? 

To use this invention, one needs to affix the 2 measuring devices to any manufacturer’s moveable sight 
in the appropriate locations so when the sight is moved in elevation the measuring devices are moved 
accordingly and can measure distance relative to each other. The LCD screen box is attached to the sight 
or somewhere on the bow within Bluetooth LE range. An optional wire can be connected between the 
Sight mounted transmitter and the LCD screen box if Bluetooth LE is not wanted or coverage is 
unacceptable. When the archer causes the sight to move in elevation, using any method the sight 



manufacturer has provided, this will cause the LCD screen to "wake up" and display a digital number to 
the 1/10th of a unit of measure (YDS, Meters) if already calibrated (42.7 YDS, 50.0 Meters). If the unit 
has not been calibrated the LCD screen will display something indicating calibration can be started (CAL) 
and the archer will begin the calibration process. The calibration process will consist of shooting arrows 
at a known distance (20 or 30 YDS) and zeroing the sight elevation at this distance, this is Distance 1. The 
archer will then press a Calibrate button on the Transmitter or LCD box and the LCD display will indicate 
a success and display something indicating the archer can move to a second distance (50 or 60 YDS) to 
continue the calibration process. The archer will now move to this second known distance and shoot 
arrows, zeroing the sight elevation for this new distance, this is distance 2. When complete the archer 
will press the calibrate button again causing the algorithm on the microchip to calculate the numbers to 
1/10th between Distance 1 and 2 and the LCD will display the distance of the 2nd position calibrated. If 
the archer now changes the elevation of the sight in any way the LCD screen will display the correct 
distance to 1/10th of a Yard or Meter depending on the mode. The display will remain on for a pre-
defined length of time determined by the archer when setting up the unit. To re-calibrate the archer will 
press the calibrate button and hold it for 10 seconds (TBD) starting the calibration process. If the Archer 
presses and holds the calibrate button for 20 (TBD) seconds they will be taken to a menu of setup 
choices like Unit of Measure (YDS, Meters), LCD Color, Backlight, Timeout, Distances for calibration, etc. 

Describe how this invention can be used in a different way or in another field of technology. 

A sight manufacturer could incorporate this technology into the mechanical slide mechanism of their 
product in some way. 

This invention could be used in any other shooting sports or fields of technology where a movable 
measuring device is used to perform. 

  



  

 

 

 

Example of a digital measuring device and LCD Screen 

 

 

 

 

 

Typical Competition Sight  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Setting sight marks on a typical sight 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Typical printed sight tape with magnifier. Notice red 
indicator line takes up all the space between 24 and 25 
yards. This is set to about 24.5 yards. 

 

Printed Sight Scales that are bought if you don’t have software and can print your own. I would use #23 
or #24 and never use any of the higher or lower tapes for my setup. This printed card is about 3x5 and 
costs $10 for a 3 pack. 



How DigiTape works 

• Turn the DigiTape device on by pressing the on button or moving your sight which causes it to 
begin measuring and displaying your current sight setting if previously calibrated. The LCD 
screen will time out and go to sleep if no movement is made or no buttons are pressed within 15 
seconds.  

• If this is the first time DigiTape is being turned on it will prompt you to “Please enter setup mode 
and calibrate your DigiTape by pressing and holding the Select button for 10 seconds” 

• Enter a setup mode by pressing and holding the Select button for 10 seconds 
The following example is for the 3 Distance Mode 

• You will be given choices to use a 2 Distance (Short and Long) or 3 Distance (Short, Medium and 
Long) calibration mode. Navigate using the up, down, left and right buttons. Choose 3 Distance 
mode and press the Select button 

o You are prompted for the Short Distance yardage you will be using, the choices are 10, 
15, 20, 25 and 30. Navigate using the up, down, left and right buttons. Choose 20 and 
press the Select button 

• Begin sighting your Short Distance mark at 20 yards, moving the sight until you are happy with 
this setting 

o Press the Select button once to store this 20 yard value which will cause the DigiTape to 
prompt you for your Medium Distance Yardage. The choices are 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 and 
50. Navigate using the up, down, left and right buttons. Choose 40 and press the Select 
button 

• Move your sight to the approximate elevation for 40 yards and begin sighting in this Medium 
distance moving your sight until you are happy with this setting 

o Press the Select button again to store this 40 yard value which will cause the DigiTape to 
prompt you for your Long Distance Yardage. The choices are 45, 50, 55, 60, 70, 80, 90 
and 100. Navigate using the up, down, left and right buttons. Choose 60 and press the 
Select button 

• Move your sight to the approximate elevation for 60 yards and begin sighting in this Long 
distance moving your sight until you are happy with this setting 

o Press the Select button a final time to store this 60 yard value which will cause the 
DigiTape to confirm you are finished sighting in and will now display the reading for 
where ever you sight is set, In this case 60.0 Yds. 

• If you now move your sight up or down the LCD will display the sight position in Yds. between 1 
and 120 like 54.2 Yds. or 23.8 Yds. 

• When the sight is stationary and no buttons are pressed for 15 seconds, the DigiTape will go into 
sleep mode and turn off until you move the sight or press a button to wake it up 


